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Abstract
In hospital practice, several diagnostic hysteroscopy vi-deos are produced daily. These videos are continuous(non-interrupted) video sequences, usually recorded in full.However, only a few segments of the recorded videos are re-levant from the diagnosis/prognosis point of view, and needto be evaluated and referenced later. This paper proposesa new technique to identify clinically relevant segments indiagnostic hysteroscopy videos, producing a rich and com-pact video summary which supports fast video browsing.Also, our approach facilitates the selection of representa-tive key-frames for reporting the video contents in the pa-tient records. The proposed approach requires two stages.Initially, statistical techniques are used for selecting rele-vant video segments. Then, a post-processing stage mergesadjacent video segments that are similar, reducing tempo-ral video over-segmentation. Our preliminary experimentalresults indicate that our method produces compact videosummaries containing a selection of clinically relevant vi-deo segments. These experimental results were validated byspecialists.

1 INTRODUCTION
In human reproduction health, diagnostic hysteroscopyis becoming a popular method for assessing and visualizingimportant regions of the female reproductive system (e.g.cervical channel, uterine cavity, tubal ostea and endome-trial characteristics). Diagnostic hysteroscopy is performedby gynecologists with a small lighted telescopic instrument(hysteroscope). During an examination, the hysteroscopetransmits an image sequence (i.e. video) to a TV monitor,while the gynecologist guides the instrument to visually as-�The authors thank CNPq - Brazilian Research Council - for �nancialsupport.

Figure 1. Illustration of frames selected as relevant by our method, showing unobstructedviews of the regions of interest (top row). Inthe bottom row are illustrated some framesdiscarded by our method, characterized byregions with mucus, and other undesired features.

sess, diagnose and treat different uterine disorders.In practice, several diagnostic hysteroscopy videos areproduced daily. Each diagnostic hysteroscopy lasts 1.5-2minutes, generating a continuous (non-interrupted) videosequence. Usually, the video sequences are recorded in fullfor further evaluation and reference. However, only por-tions of the recorded videos are relevant from the diagno-sis/prognosis point of view, and need to be evaluated andreferenced later. The frames of relevant video segmentsprovide an unobstructed view of important details of thereproductive system (see Figure 1). The video segmentswhose frames are corrupted by lighting effects (e.g. high-lights), or affected by biological features like mucus secre-tion (as exempli�ed in Figure 1), can not be used for diag-nosis/prognosis, and do not need to be further evaluated.After each hysteroscopic video is recorded, a further eva-luation is done by browsing it, and selecting representativeframes that support the diagnosis/prognosis. Usually, the



relevant frames are described in the patient records for fu-ture reference. This phase tends to be signi�cantly longerthan the hysteroscopic examination itself.Therefore, a summarization method that provides fast vi-deo browsing can be useful in the daily practice. The timerequired for video browsing and content description can beoptimized, while providing a rich hysteroscopy summaryfor the patient records. Besides, browsing examination de-tails based on the summary can be faster and more accuratethan the usual manual frame selection.In our proposed scheme, specialists would be able to ac-cess a video summary based on a few chosen key-frames,e.g. in cases of normal uterus appearance, or, when signsof abnormality are present, they would be able to accessmore key-frames (and their associated video segments) todescribe such cases in detail for the patient records. Thispaper presents the �rst steps towards this goal, proposingstatistical techniques to identify clinically relevant segmentsin diagnostic hysteroscopy videos, and their associated key-frames. This work is part of a research effort to provideadaptive endoscopic video summaries, either for fast videobrowsing and/or inclusion in the electronic patient records,following a hierarchical video representation approach [6].The majority of the video summarization techniques pre-sented in the literature, propose methods for video parsingand key-frame identi�cation considering the way produc-tion videos are created. This is achieved in general by redu-cing inter-frame redundancy, and by parsing videos in thetraditional video units, like shots and scenes [5, 4, 1, 3, 8].However, diagnostic hysteroscopy videos are produced ascontinuous sequences, and it is not straightforward model-ling them in terms of these traditional video units. There-fore, unfortunately, we did not �nd appropriate publishedworks to compare to our approach.This paper is organized as follows. Our approach is de-tailed in Sections 2 and 3. An overview of the proposedmethod and the experimental evaluation of our video sum-marization approach are presented in Sections 4 and 5,respectively. The concluding remarks and ideas for futurework are presented in Section 6.
2 THE PROPOSED METHOD

A video hysteroscopy is generally performed in four dis-tinct phases (or steps). In each phase, speci�c examinationgoals are achieved, as described next [2]:
� Uterine cavity: when the internal cervical ori�ce ispassed, the uterine cavity is examined. First, a panora-mic view is performed, and then the examination pro-ceeds with the identi�cation and examination of bothtubal ori�ces. Figure 6(a), on the bottom, shows someimages captured during the panoramic view phase;

� Left (or right) tubal ori�ce examination;
� Right (or left) tubal ori�ce examination. Figure 1(image on the middle of �rst row) illustrates a imagecaptured in the course of tubal ori�ce phase;
� Uterine fundus: the optical system approaches the ute-rine fundus to visualize and examine its endometrialcharacteristics. Figure 6(a) illustrates, on the middle,some images captured during this phase;
When the specialist is performing a diagnostic video hys-teroscopy, he/she guides the hysteroscope seeking relevantclinical �ndings. Little time is spent observing clinicallyirrelevant areas, but most examination time is spent exami-ning areas that may be relevant for the diagnosis/prognosis.When the relevant areas are found, the specialist focuses themicro camera on the region of interest, or moves it slowlyto also examine its surroundings. Therefore, clinically re-levant video segments tend to have similar frames (i.e. arestatic, or redundant, video segments). This is veri�ed inall phases of a diagnostic hysteroscopy examination. Thisis a fundamental hypothesis for our video summarizationapproach, which was con�rmed experimentally, as detailednext.In order to estimate activity in video segments, severalmethods can be used [1]. In this work, we use the dis-tance between color histograms Hi belonging to adjacentvideo framesXi andXi+1. The adopted histogram distancemetric D(Hi; Hi+1) is the Jeffrey divergence [7]. Con-ceptually histograms are empirical probability distributions,which should be compared by a distance measure for pro-bability distributions (e.g. Jeffrey divergence). The Jeffreydivergence was chosen because it provides the best results,considering a set of other histogram difference metrics, suchas the histogram intersection and Minkowski distance [7].

D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) =Xj Hj(Xi) log Hj(Xi)H(j) +
+ Hj(Xi+1) log Hj(Xi+1)H(j) ; i 2 [1; N � 1] (1)

where Hj(Xi) and Hj(Xi+1) are histogram entries corres-ponding to the histogram bin j, for the successive framesXi andXi+1;H(j) = [Hj(Xi)+Hj(Xi+1)]=2 is the meanhistogram; and N is the number of frames in the video.Small D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) values correspond to smalldifferences between adjacent frame histograms (i.e. the fra-mes are similar). Therefore, small D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1))values occur in redundant (i.e. static) video segments, andlarge divergence values occur in less static video segments.Consequently, D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) can be used as a re-dundancy measure for each video frame Xi.



We investigated experimentally the hypothesis that re-levant video segments have redundant (i.e. static) frames,using 10 interpreted diagnostic hysteroscopic videos. Fi-gure 4 shows, on the right, the histogram representing thedistribution of adjacent frame distances d of the video seg-ments selected by the specialists for their video summa-ries. In general, the distances in those relevant segmentsare smaller than the distances obtained for all adjacent vi-deo frames (Figure 4, on the left). The mean � and standarddeviation � of these distributions (see Table 2) con�rm thatlower d values are obtained for the video segments clini-cally relevant, with a smaller dispersion around the mean.Therefore, our preliminary experimental evidence indicatesthat clinically relevant video segments have redundant (i.e.static) frames, and this is veri�ed in all phases of a diagnos-tic hysteroscopy examination.Our approach uses an adaptive threshold � to discrimi-nate between static video segments, characterized by smallinter-frame divergence D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) values, andnon-static video frames (i.e. dynamic segments). It is nottrivial to determine the threshold value � , since the deci-sion between static or dynamic segments tends to subjec-tive. Our approach is to decide the value of � based on pro-babilistic models for the static and dynamic segment clas-ses.We regard P (d) as the probability of divergence value d,given allD(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)), and i = 1; :::; N�1. Let hobe the hypothesis that a given d value characterizes a redun-dant frame; and h1 be the hypothesis that d characterizes anon-redundant frame. Therefore, according to Figure 4, theprobability of d given that h1 occurs, namely P (djh1), shallincrease with d values increasing; consequently, the proba-bility of d given that h0 occurs, i.e. P (djh0), shall decreasewith increasing d values.The accumulated probability PC(d) is adopted as a mo-del for P (djh1) :
P (djh1) � PC(d) = =dX

=0P () (2)
where d 2 fD(H(Xi); H(Xi+1))g.The probability model for P (djh0) is then:

P (djh0) = 1� P (djh1) = 1� =dX
=0P () (3)

The threshold � is the d value that makes P (djh0) =P (djh1), minimizing the error of con�rming h0 when h1 istrue, and vice-versa. Therefore,P (� jh0) = P (� jh1) (4)
=�X
=0P () = 1� =�X

=0P () (5)

and, =�X
=0P () = 12 (6)

From the above discussion, we conclude that a reasonableestimate is � = medianfdg. The threshold � is chosen asthe median of the histogram distances for a given diagnostichysteroscopic video Thus, a video frame Xi is consideredas redundant, and coming from a static (i.e. relevant) videosegment, if :
D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) � � (7)

con�rming the hypothesis h0 for frame i; otherwise, h1 iscon�rmed for this frame. Therefore, all adjacent frames sa-tisfying Equation 7 are the video segments considered rele-vant for the video summary.According to the proposed scheme, the video is hie-rarchically summarized. The relevant video segments Skconstitute the initial summary, k = 1; :::;M where M isthe number of relevant video segments; the next stage isconstituted by the key-framesXk of the relevant video seg-ments Sk. In our approach, a key-frame Xk is the frameXi 2 Sk with the smallest distance D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1))(i.e. the most redundant frame according to this measure).The highest level in our summary is constituted by thekey-frames chosen manually by specialists (among the key-frames of the video summary), to describe the video phasesin the patient records.Figure 2 shows, for a particular diagnostic hysteroscopyvideo, the distances between adjacent frames as verticalbars (see Equation 1). The horizontal axis represents theframes Xi in the temporal video sequence, and the dottedline represents the threshold � . Consecutive gray bars re-present the video segments discarded by the threshold � ,and the consecutive black bars represent the relevant vi-deo segments retained. The key-frame occurs in the tempo-ral position corresponding to the smallest black bar withineach relevant video segment. The arrows indicate these key-frames.Based on the adaptive threshold � , the extracted key-frames can be very similar (i.e. redundant), as illustratedin Figure 6(a). This occurs because short relevant videosegments Sk and Sk+1 usually are located temporally closeto each other in the continuous video sequence. The threerelevant video segments on the left in Figure 2 illustrate thisproblem. Therefore, we present a post-processing step inthe next section.
3 POST-PROCESSING

In order to reduce the frame redundancy when selectingkey-frames, we propose to merge consecutive relevant vi-deo segments that are temporally close. Therefore, two



Figure 2. Diagram showing adjacent framedistances D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1) as bars. Horizontal axis represents each frame Xi in thetemporal sequence of the video, and the vertical axis representsD(H(Xi); H(Xi+1). Dottedline is the adaptive threshold � . Gray bars represent video segments discarded and blackbars represent video segments selected. Thesmallest black bar within each selected videosegment denotes their corresponding keyframe. The arrows indicate these keyframes.

consecutive relevant video segments Sk and Sk+1 are mer-ged based on features of their respective key-framesXk andXk+1:
� �t: temporal distance between the key-framesXki andXk+1j , de�ned as

�t(Xki ; Xk+1j ) = ji� jj ; i; j 2 [1; N � 1]; (8)
� �e: difference in color statistics between key-framesXk and Xk+1, namely �e(Xk; Xk+1), which is re-presented by the Jeffrey distance histogram in Figure 2(see Equation 1).
In this context, key-framesXk andXk+1 from consecu-tive relevant video segments Sk and Sk+1 presenting small�t and �e values tend be more similar visually, and aremore likely to be redundant. Therefore, we compact morethe video summaries, minimizing loss of medical informa-tion, by merging redundant video segments Sk and Sk+1,and forming larger video segments, as described next.Let P (�t;�e) be the joint probability of �t and �evalues for all �t(Xk; Xk+1) and �e(Xk; Xk+1), k =1; :::;M . Then, the accumulated probability PC(�t;�e)is :

PC(�t;�e) = '=�tX
'=�tmin

 =�eX
 =�emin P ('; ) (9)

Similar to Equation 9, the degree of con�dence that twoconsecutive relevant video segments Sk and Sk+1 should be

Figure 3. PMerge(�t;�e) for a particular histeroscopic video.

merged is given by :
PMerge(�t;�e) = 1� PC(�t;�e) (10)

Therefore, the con�dence that two relevant video seg-ments should be merged increases with �t and �e valuesdecreasing, because they are more likely to be similar. HighPMerge values (i.e., values near to one) indicate that onlyvideo segments whose key-frames are temporally/visuallyvery similar should be merged. We leave PMerge, namely�, as a parameter to be set by specialists. Figure 3 illustratesPMerge(�t;�e) for a particular histeroscopic video.The combination of�t and�e values satisfying a given� value (� � [0; 1]) is not unique (see Figure 3). However,for a given � value, there will be a unique pair of maximum�t and�e values leading to � :
arg max�t;�efPMerge(�t;�e) = �g (11)

Thus, for a given video, two consecutive relevant videosegments Sk and Sk+1 are merged if their key-frames Xkand Xk+1 satisfy :
( �t(Xk; Xk+1) � �t ^ �e(Xk; Xk+1) � �e;where arg max�t;�efPMerge(�t;�e) = �g (12)As mentioned before, the video summary is constitutedby one key-frame per obtained video segment. Dependingon the parameter �, more compact video summaries will beproduced for fast video browsing. In the next section wepresent a complete overview of our proposed method.



4 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSEDMETHOD
Our method is outlined below, and consists of the fol-lowing processing steps:
1. Compute the color histogram distancesD(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) (see equation 1) betweenadjacent frames Xi and Xi+1 for i = 1; :::; N � 1. Nis the number of frames in the video;
2. Compute the adaptive threshold � = medianfdg as themedian of the histogram distances d;
3. Compute the relevant video segments Sk (k =1; :::;M whereM is the number of relevant video seg-ments):

(a) All adjacent frames satisfying Equation 7 are thevideo segments considered relevant for the videosummary;
4. Compute the key-frames Xk:

(a) Xk is the frame Xi 2 Sk with the smallest dis-tanceD(H(Xi); H(Xi+1)) (i.e. the most redun-dant frame according to this measure);
5. Merge consecutive relevant video segments Sk andSk+1:

(a) Compute the temporal distances�t and the diffe-rences in color statistics�e between consecutivekey-frames Xk and Xk+1, according to Equati-ons 8 and 1 respectively;(b) Compute the joint accumulated probability of�t and �e values for all �t(Xk; Xk+1) and�e(Xk; Xk+1), according to Equation 9;(c) Compute PMerge(�t;�e) according to Equa-tion 10;(d) Set � (� � [0; 1]). Low values produce morecompact video summaries (i. e., less redundantvideo summaries);(e) Two consecutive relevant video segments Sk andSk+1 are merged if their key-frames Xk andXk+1 satisfy the Equation 12;
6. Based on the new arrangement of relevant video seg-ments Sk, where k = 1; :::; F and F �M , repeat step4 to compute the new set of key-frames;
7. Select a useful key-frame visually, with the help of aspecialist, and retain only the selected video frames tostore in the patient records.

Figure 4. Histograms of adjacent frame distances computed for all videos. On the left,histogram for all frames; On the right, histogram of adjacent frame distances for therelevant video segments selected by the specialists.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our method in Matlab, and conductedexperiments in ten interpreted hysteroscopy videos (namely,v1, ..., v10). These videos were tape recorded at 30 framesper second, and digitalized in AVI format. Among the tenvideos, two were taken from patients presenting signs ofabnormality. Two different specialists evaluated the videos,without any knowledge of our results, and their evaluationwas compared with the results obtained by our method.For every video, the specialists selected the video segmentsthey considered relevant and, according to them, would beenough extracting just one representative frame (i.e. key-frame) from each of these segments. We left the quantityof video segments to be chosen freely by the specialists. Asummary of the manual summarization of the videos is des-cribed in Table 1.In our experiments, we utilize a color histogram derivedfrom the HSV (hue, saturation and value) color space [1].In fact, we split the HSV color space in 134 non-uniformsregions (bins) in order to capture the variations in the tonesof red more precisely, because these tones are characteristicin hysteroscopies. Also, in order to integrate spatial andcolor information, we divide each frame in 9 blocks (3x3),and compute for each block a color histogram. These ninehistograms are then concatenated, constituting a vector withm elements, where m = 1206. Therefore, each frame Xiof a hysteroscopy video is represented by a vector H(Xi).As mentioned before in Section 2, the relationshipbetween redundant (or static) video segments and the videosegments clinically relevant can be established from experi-mental evidence.In order to evaluate our summarization approach, wecomputed for each video the threshold � = medianfdg, andselected relevant video segments according to Equation 7.Figure 5 provides an indication of the locations of rele-



Table 1. Manual summarization of the videos by specialists.Videos Number of frames Number of relevant Number of frames within Number of key-framessegments relevant segmentsv1 2591 5 469 5v2 3078 5 384 5v3 10844 8 363 8v4 2365 8 278 8v5 3878 7 382 7v6 2309 7 255 7v7 2703 5 602 5v8 2489 7 384 7v9 4159 4 222 4v10 1750 4 342 4
Table 2. Comparison between adjacent framedistances computed from video segments clinically relevant, and adjacent frame distancescomputed for the entire video.

Frame distances for Frame distances for videoentire video segments clinically relevant� 0.0248 0.0114� 0.0442 0.0073
vant, and irrelevant, frames within the temporal sequenceof the video, for all hysteroscopic examination phases.Also, Figure 1 depicts some frames selected as relevant byour method, and these frames are con�rmed as presentingunobstructed views of the regions of interest. In the bot-tom row, also are illustrated some frames discarded by ourmethod, characterized by regions with mucus, and other un-desired features.Our summarization results for the ten interpreted hys-teroscopic videos are described in Table 3. As expected,in videos containing few regions of interest (i.e., the videosegments where the gynecologist spent most of the exami-nation time, generating static video segments), a higher per-centage of the video frames was considered relevant by ourmethod. In longer videos, with more regions of interest,more relevant segments and key-frames were selected.We build more compact video summaries, and minimizemedical information loss, by merging adjacent video seg-ments according to Equation 12, forming larger video seg-ments. Table 3 shows our preliminary results in the 4th. and5th. columns; these results are further detailed in Figure 6.The specialists selected from 4 to 8 segments from eachvideo, with an average duration of 2 seconds per segment.Our method detected a larger set of relevant video segments(i.e. detected some false positives), comparing to the spe-cialists. Perhaps the most promising result is that all seg-

ments selected by the specialists had an intersection withvideo segments provided by our summarization approach,even when � was set to a low value, i. e., � = 0:2 (see sec-tion 2). However, for � � 0:1, some videos had relevant vi-deo segments erroneously merged and, consequently, thesesegments generated only one key-frame when there shouldbe more than one.The main disadvantage of our method is that it is notable to discard short redundant segments appearing withindynamic segments. Therefore, some segments included inthe summary could in fact be discarded. Nevertheless, ourapproach provides relatively compact summaries for fast di-agnostic hysteroscopy video browsing, that contain potenti-ally relevant visual information. Considering all videos tes-ted, our method achieved a mean summarization rate around2:83% for � = 0:2 (see Table 3 in the 4th column), retainingat least one key-frame from each relevant video segment se-lected by the specialists. Therefore, our summaries provideadequate choices for fast browsing, and to produce videodescriptions for the patient records.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We propose statistical techniques to identify clinicallyrelevant segments in diagnostic hysteroscopy videos, andtheir associated key-frames, as means to produce rich videosummaries for fast browsing. This work also presents ex-perimental evidence that clinically relevant video segmentspresent a signi�cant redundancy, providing the basis of ourapproach, and this was veri�ed in all phases of diagnostichysteroscopy examinations.Experimentation of our method based on the set of teninterpreted hysteroscopy videos was satisfactory, from thespecialists point of view. However, our preliminary resultsindicate that our method tends to produce less compact vi-deo summaries, comparing with summaries provided byspecialists. A promising result is that when specialists sum-



Table 3. Summarization results obtained by our method.Videos Summarization Number of key-frames for Summarization rate Number of key-frames forrate before merge browsing before merge after merge browsing after merge(� = 0:2) (� = 0:2)v1 0.162 421 0.034 91v2 0.137 422 0.028 89v3 0.146 1585 0.033 366v4 0.154 366 0.033 80v5 0.115 449 0.024 96v6 0.106 245 0.021 51v7 0.129 350 0.027 75v8 0.118 267 0.025 63v9 0.080 334 0.017 71v10 0.168 294 0.041 72

Figure 5. Diagram illustrating relevant and irrelevant frames, and their locations in the video sequence. Relevant frames are associated with smaller adjacent frame distances.Horizontal axis represent each frameXi in thetemporal sequence of the video, and the vertical axis represents D(H(Xi); H(Xi+1).

marize the same videos manually, they usually select a sub-set of the video segments provided by our summarizationapproach.Future work will concentrate on improving our hierar-chical video representation by assigning relevance to thesegments in our video summary, and by eliminating spuri-ous redundant frames in dynamic video segments. Besides,we intend test our method in diagnostic endoscopic videos.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. Summarization results for � = 0:2. Diagrams represent the video segments illustrated inFigure 2, and the horizontal line segments indicate the temporal locations of the relevant video segments; (a) sequence of adjacent video segments (represented by their keyframes) before merging;(b) keyframes of the obtained segments after merge. After merge, the resulting video summary contains 80 keyframes/video segments in total (each video segment is represented by one keyframe).


